Rainwater Goods

Tested in the wet,
seven metres of it to
be precise
No good roof is complete without an equally
as good rainwater system. Dimond® Roofing
have an extensive range of fascia, gutter,
down pipe and rainwater heads to suit any
style of home. We’ve used them at Dumpling
Hut on the Milford Track, where seven
metres of rain a year beats the heck out of
any wind tunnel.

It doesn’t matter if you’re building an architectural dream
home, a bach by the sea or renovating an existing house, our
wide range of products will ensure your project looks the
part. We’ve got an extensive range and are also very familiar
with making custom products/one off designs for projects
that require something out of the ordinary.

Fascia

Residential, Light Commercial

F180 Fascia - a long-run versatile fascia.

Paltec Fascia - a discreet appearance.

Manufactured from steel based substrate materials with a
face height of 180mm and 35mm across the sole, F180 is
suitable for most roofing.

Paltec Fascia is a steel based product with a face height of
165mm and a sole of 52mm. It provides a discreet appearance
that enhances our spouting profiles.
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Spouting

Residential, Commercial

Quad Spouting - a traditional look.

Klassic Spouting - for on-site ease.

Exhibiting a traditional “D” shape design, Quad Spouting is also
known as ¼ round. Available in two sizes, 125mm and 150mm,
it comes with several unique bracket options. Suitable for
Corrugate, Hi Five, Six Rib and Eurotray.®

The “Klassic Profile” has a timeless style that is equally
at home on new builds or renovations. It can be installed
onto Paltec, F180 or timber fascia systems with concealed
spouting brackets. Suitable for Corrugate, Hi Five, Six Rib and
Eurotray.®

1/2 Round Spouting - suits a range of profiles.

Hi Line Spouting - an industrial style.

Stylish and elegant, Dimond’s ½ Round Spouting comes in
three sizes and is available in a wide range of materials. This
popular spouting is featured in a number of award-winning
architectural designs. Suitable for Corrugate, Hi Five, Six Rib,
Eurotray® and Solar-Rib.®

Exhibiting an industrial look and feel, Hi Line Spouting has a
unique high front that allows for wind and visual protection
at the end of the roof cladding installations. Hi Line is
ideally suited to larger-ribbed roofing profiles and comes in
commercial and residential size options. Suitable
for Solar-Rib,® Mega 5, Six Rib to LT5 and LT7.
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